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Are you sensing a pattern? CostX is available in four packages, and all are
tailored to specific project types and their users. Each CostX package is

available as either a complete system or as update packages allowing users to
upgrade just the system they need. Welcome to CostX. In just a moment you

will become a member and be given access to our free software download
area. Once we have reviewed your membership application you will be

transferred to the product download area where you can download FREE trial
versions of our software products. As with any download there will be slight
delays, so we ask you to be patient whilst we reach the network download

location. We have also made a large amount of software available so you can
always download the free trial versions of other CostX products via this area.

So what are you waiting for? Come on over to our software download area and
download the free trial version of CostX today. CostX fully embraces 3D

modeling and cost estimating, and in turn is well suited to supporting the
creation of an excellent industry. As a modelling and cost estimating solution,
it also has the flexibility to support your operations, including your BIM project
and your content management. Over the years, we have established ourselves
as a leading and dynamic construction practice, consistently aiming to deliver

exceptional projects. The world is moving to a new BIM-based construction
approach, which is a completely different way of thinking about building

projects. Using our construction experience, CostX is ready to support this new
approach.
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iTWO CostX is the premier BIM tool for any managing proprietor, modeler,
project supervisor, or maintenance technician. CostX is considered to be the
lowest priced on the market (but currently being supported by new powerful

cloud and mobile integration), and is in-turn a pioneer in industry BIM
integration. For those seeking the balance of a strictly numeric data collection
and analysis tool, coupled with a powerful yet simple Business Intelligence (BI)

Platform, CostX is the right choice for you. CostX can work at either an
Industry level or at a Constituent level allowing you to centralize data

collection, analysis, and reporting across a larger number of constituents and
more easily manage smaller projects. Leveraging iTWO costX from the cloud
all of the previously downloaded models can now be accessed on any device.

iTWO CostX supports project control of any type of drawing and works from 1D
to 3D BIM modeling. Besides costX models, CostX can import files from leading
3D BIM modeling applications including Revit, Vectorworks, ArchiCAD, Model
Centric, Autodesk Inventor, and more. CostX will import all drawing styles for

existing CAD and BIM models. Never forget to practise. With software, practice
makes perfect. Just because your program is updated with the latest industry
technology or released with new features, does not mean that you dont have

to continue to practice and hone your skills. Take the time to learn your
program the best way possible, and after more than 5 years of costx by
exactal working with CostX, we are still practicing every day. It is very
important to set yourself goals that challenge you to keep growing and
learning. It takes a long time to be a master, and you should enjoy that

journey. 5ec8ef588b
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